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RPC – THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT

LIP CARE STICK HAS STRONG
ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

LIGHTER CONTAINER RETAINS ITS
FUNCTIONALITY

RPC Bramlage Division has developed a new lip care stick that combines greater usability and
functionality with a stronger environmental profile compared to other models currently available.

RPC Design has implemented a redesign of the award-winning Westland lawn spreader pack
that has delivered valuable sustainability benefits. The new container is now lighter and easier to
assemble while still retaining all the user-friendly benefits of the original.
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The three piece design is manufactured completely in
polypropylene thus greatly easing its ability to be recycled. PP
also has a lower carbon footprint than POM which is often used
for these types of products. Overall the new stick has achieved
a RecyClass B rating for its environmental profile, whereas
most traditional sticks have an E or F rating.
The design of the stick mechanism provides precise operation
with 2½ turns required for the pomade to reach its end position.
This gives users quick and accurate control and reduces the risk
of the pomade breaking.

The Aftercut Even-Flo lawn spreader pack features an integrated chute that ensures the most even spread of granules during
spreading. The redesign retains all of the features of the original and works in the same way, but has reduced the number of
components in the pack from nine to three, resulting in an overall weight reduction of 40%.
This has been achieved by incorporating the handle into the body of the container rather than it being part of the
dispenser. This maintains easy handling for the end-user, while meaning that the dispenser no longer needs to bear
the weight of the full bottle, allowing the dispenser to be lightweighted.
In addition to the existing folding spout and ball that evenly distributes the fertiliser, and the
large labelling area for on-shelf branding and user instructions, the new pack features
a tamper-evident clip, a simpler label shape for more efficient application, and an
enhanced removal mechanism for the dispenser to make refilling easier.

The internal piston can be adapted to meet different product
characteristics. A wide range of decoration options is also
available, including customised colours, labelling, foil blocking,
lacquering, metallising, sleeving and a variety of print finishes,
all of which enable the stick to be fully personalised to meet
individual branding requirements.
RPC Bramlage
t +49 4442 881 0

“Our original spreader pack was a step-change in the effective dispensing of our
market-leading Aftercut,” comments Stuart Lusk, Westland’s Head of Supply Chain.
“This new version is the perfect evolution, providing a more efficient and
sustainable pack while keeping all the original consumer benefits.”
The base container for the new pack is blow moulded in HDPE at RPC Promens
Industrial Rushden, and the dispenser injection moulded by RPC M&H
Market Rasen.

e sales@rpc-bramlage.de

RPC Design
e b.lodge@rpc-design.co.uk
t +44 1933 414855
RPC Promens Industrial
e rushden.sales@rpc-promens.com
t +44 1933 411221
RPC M&H Market Rasen
e sales@rpc-marketrasen.co.uk
t +44 1673 840200

POT HELPS SPREAD THE WORD
The relaunch of a popular Slovenian chocolate spread in RPC Superfos’s SuperLock® pot has created
enhanced on-shelf appeal and contributed to good sales progress.
A chocolate spread in two colours, brown and white, Viki Duo
now comes in the multi-award-winning SuperLock® pot in two
sizes, 380g and 600g, with a screw lid. Simultaneously, Viki
Milk, a new variety in white chocolate with hazelnuts, has been
successfully launched.
The aim of the new packaging solution was to enhance
the brand’s market position by making Viki stand out from
other similar products on shelf, as Branko Rojs, Director of
the Slovenian company Petlja, owner of the Viki recipe and
trademark, explains:
“We are particularly pleased about the screw lid of the
SuperLock® pot, the razor-sharp rendering of the artwork design
and the packaging sizes; simply perfect for our chocolate spread.
Now our products look much more attractive on shelf. It is still
early days, but retail sales are making good progress and the
outlook is good.”
The eye-catching artwork for the pots features a cute cartoon
character, and thanks to the advanced in-mould labelling

technique from RPC Superfos, the graphic detail is rendered to
perfection. In addition, a see-through area allows consumers to
see the contents.
Viki is now also being exported and the SuperLock® pot
provides another significant benefit.
“As the SuperLock® packing is much lighter than glass, it offers
considerable advantages in logistics, especially long distance,”
says Branko Rojs. “We can use our resources for transporting
goods, not heavy packaging.”
Equally important, the pot is strong and durable, making
it popular for reuse once its original contents have been
consumed. It is suitable for microwave, dishwasher and freezer,
and the screw lid enables easy opening and re-closure. The
multiple options for reuse at home have also been a topic of
many comments on Petlja’s social media.
RPC Superfos Region French/South East
e gracanica@rpc-superfos.com
t +386 41 672 455

STAIRWAY TO SUSTAINABILITY
A new walkway to reach the Menai Bridge which spans the sea between Anglesey and mainland
Wales in the UK, has been constructed in Plaswood from RPC bpi recycled products to provide a
more enduring and reliable access.
The previous rustic stairway had suffered greatly, with green
algae smothering rotting treads, posts and handrails set into
the wooded slope. Each timber element was slimy to touch,
while the construction was rickety underfoot. Heavy use by
locals and tourists had also taken a structural toll, while the
sea air corroded metal fixtures.

slope threw up no major challenges. The walkway will not wear,
rust or degrade with age, and will add value over the life of the
product.

The solution required by Anglesey Council's in-house architects
called for a more rugged alternative to traditional timber, which
would be able to withstand harsh elements and heavy use, but
lose none of its visual appeal or rustic charm. It had to look
great, function perfectly and, critically, be cost-effective.
Plaswood looks and feels like wood, but is made from100%
recycled plastic, and unlike many plastic wood products,
is not a wood composite. It is strong, durable, waterproof
and maintenance-free. Being 100% recyclable, Plaswood
also supports the circular economy, an added plus for local
authorities looking to promote sustainable products, services
and practices.
For the new walkway, textured decking aids anti-slip surfacing
that will not chip, split or splinter. Galvanised fixings are
unobtrusive and tough enough to withstand wet weather, while
rails are comfortable to the hand and will not blister in hot
weather. Though robust, Plaswood can be formed into virtually
any shape. Creating posts, treads and a structure suitable for a

A BREATH OF THE CORRECT
MEDICINE

Two recent projects for two of the world’s leading car OEM manufacturers have demonstrated RPC
Ace’s advanced techniques in mould making.
For Audi, RPC Ace utilised a new plating technology, Auxiliary
Anode, which is capable of providing extra currents in low
current density areas in order to deliver the required level of
chrome thickness on the part. This was ideal for the Audi Q5
project, which has complex part geometry, enabling currents to
flow into the inner areas to meet the plating thickness as per
OEM Plating Specifications.

The Breath-Actuated DPI (Dry Powder Inhaler) has been designed so that the exact dose of medication
reaches the patient’s lungs. The powder is dispensed only when the patient inhales deeply enough. This
prevents some of the medication remaining in the chamber or only reaching the mouth instead of the
lungs and ensures that patients get the targeted and correct dose each time. In addition, the cap can be
unscrewed and replaced without the dose being activated to avoid the danger of double-dosing.

The Auxiliary Anode process is the result of an intensive
six-month development programme to achieve a consistent
thickness and overall good performance.

The inhaler is calibrated to the specified dose of each powder
and can therefore be adapted to the requirements of a wide
range of different formulations. The robust reservoir provides
effective protection of the powders. A comfortable mouthpiece
aids ease of use for patients, while RPC Formatec’s dose
indicator enables them to keep track of their medicine intake.

e info@rpc-formatec.de

e plaswoodsales@rpc-bpi.com

AUTOMOTIVE EXCELLENCE

RPC Formatec, part of the RPC Bramlage Division, has launched a new inhaler
that delivers enhanced levels of patient convenience, comfort and safety.

RPC Formatec
t +49 97 766 0911

Plaswood
t +44 333 202 6800

RPC Ace
t +852 2487 6282

e info@rpc-ace.com

The painting project for Daimler on RPC Ace’s recently-installed
fully automated robotic spray painting line was also delivered
after a half-year long trial and testing process. In particular,
because Daimler does not accept any mechanical or manual
deburring, RPC Ace developed an automatic plasma deburring
process, investing 500,000RMB in a plasma generator and robot.

A SWEET SOLUTION FOR EFFECTIVE
DISPENSING

CLIMATE-FRIENDLY BINS FOR
SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT

The new Nova tablet dispenser from RPC Bramlage Velky Meder, part of the RPC Bramlage Division,
offers a stylish and user-friendly solution that meets the highest demands of consumers.

Following the investigation and establishment of a carbon footprint for its plastic waste containers,
ESE World has launched a carbon configurator to support its customers’ drive to implement
sustainable procurement policies.

Perfect for hot drink sweeteners, the Nova’s three piece injection
moulded design combines an attractive modern shape with a
smooth and fluid dispensing mechanism. The curved lines are
comfortable to hold while allowing easy one-handed operation.
The Nova is available in three sizes, containing up to 350, 650
and 1,200 tablets, ideal for family ranges, and the two larger
sizes can be specified with a tamper-evident feature. Typical
tablet sizes are 5mm x 2mm and 5mm x 2.5mm but tests can be
carried out to assess the dispenser’s suitability for other sizes.

Combined with the bins’ carbon footprint, which shows the
impact of each phase of their lifecycle, this enables ESE to
identify potential improvements when using specific parts or
materials.

The Nova’s glossy finish is complemented by a choice of
decoration options including labelling or the colouring of
individual components, to create brand individuality and on-shelf
appeal.
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RPC Bramlage Velky Meder
e info@rpc-bramlage.sk
t +421 31 59 123 00

TAMPER EVIDENCE FOR ARTISAN
GELATO
The UniPak pot from RPC Superfos is providing a gelato ice cream company with its ideal packaging
solution. Palazzolo’s Artisan Dairy is particularly pleased with the UniPak’s tamper-evident feature, as
well as its spoon in the lid and high-quality graphics, and the collaborative partnership the company
enjoys with RPC Superfos.
The Michigan, US-based company was seeking a packaging
solution of sufficient quality to match its fresh, uncompromised
ingredients. In particular, CEO and Founder Pete Palazzolo
selected the UniPak pot because of its standard tamper evidence
feature, which is easily detectable and comfortable for endusers to break.

is embellished with advanced scratch-resistant in-mould
labelling, which produces immaculate graphics, vivid colours,
and clear details. In this way it reflects the bright colours and
intense flavours that characterise Palazzolo’s products.

“The tamper evidence of the UniPak pots is very attractive,”
he explains. “Besides assuring the end-user of an untouched
product, the feature optimises our manufacturing process and,
at the same time, it safeguards the quality of the Palazzolo
products. This is because tamper evidence eliminates the need
for burning a foil seal on the plastic rim, so our gelato avoids a
heat shock – it stays delicious and we save time.”

Results of the assessment show that the most significant
emissions occur in the phases of material procurement and
pre-processing. Bin production itself accounts for less than
1% of total emissions thanks to the fact that ESE factories use
green energy. Not surprisingly, the amount of recycled plastic
used has a very strong influence. However, the chosen colour
of the bins will determine the extent to which recycled HDPE
can be used.

RPC Superfos Region North America
e usa@rpc-superfos.com
t +1 540 504 7176

The combination of transparent PP and eyecatching offset printing is providing the
required premium positioning for a range of pet
foods for cats and dogs.

The RPC Bramlage Division’s manufacturing and assembly technology is behind the success and
growth of a unique closure that is able to keep active ingredients fresh and protected from oxidation
and harmful exposure to UV light until they are required.
Vessl™ is a threaded closure that incorporates an oxygendepleted and nitrogen-pressurised tank which holds a precise
volume of concentrate or active ingredient. This is released
automatically when the consumer twists the closure open to
enable the product to mix with a liquid immediately at the point of
consumption, enabling ingredients such as antioxidants, vitamins
and natural flavours to remain at peak potency.

RPC Bebo Bouxwiller
e contact@rpc-tedeco-gizeh.com
t +33 3 88 71 78 00

Down The Road produces a range of craft beer for cans and
kegs. As part of the canning system installed by Palmer Canning,
a WaveGrip G1 is in operation at the brewhouse, helping to pack
beers for distribution and takeaway sales. The G1 applicator
is perfectly suited for growing breweries with its compact size
and ability to run at speeds of up to 100cpm at a range of can
heights, ensuring room for expansion while remaining the ideal
entry level packing option.

“The G1 applicator hits the spot perfectly and the WaveGrip
carriers are smaller and lighter than some alternatives on the
market, so not only are we saving on both storage space and
shipping costs, their environmentally friendly advantages are
also a major plus for us.”

WaveGrip
t +44 1294 842150

The Sæplast 460L has been the storage solution of choice for
fish for many years, helping to enhance both fish quality and food
safety as well creating a safer working environment. It offers
excellent hygiene and outstanding product protection, while its
tough and robust construction ensures long-term durability and
easy washdown. For end-users the container is lightweight, easy
and safe to handle.

e hello@wave-grip.com

All WaveGrip carriers benefit from being lightweight and using
less material than any other multi-packing solution. Together
with their 100% recyclability and the option to use up to 50%
recycled material, WaveGrip is the most environmentally
sustainable flexible carrier on the market.

SYRUPS GET A MODERN LOOK
Iconic French brand Teisseire has developed a high-impact
new bottle for its syrup range for foodservice professionals
in collaboration with RPC Kutenholz.
The one litre blow moulded polypropylene bottle features Teisseire’s classic
metallic green colour complemented by a white label. With its long neck
incorporating embossed lettering, the bottle projects a modern appearance
for an eye-catching look on-shelf. At the same time, the design provides easy
handling in a bar or restaurant and a measuring cap ensures accurate dispense
of the syrup every time.

The typical lifetime for Sæplast reusable containers is a minimum
of eight to ten years and they are fully recyclable at their end of
life. On board fishing vessels the containers are used to grade
fish, and separate and store by-products such as fish livers.

The syrup is available in a variety of flavours, including Kiwi, Raspberry,
Mango, Peach, Passion Fruit, Strawberry, and Coconut.

In addition, a recent trend on board new fishing vessels is the use
of the containers for the collection of all waste generated during
each fishing trip. They are supplied in different colours with
variable heights for the 460L and 660L sizes, to allow the easy
separation of different materials to aid recycling.
As well as the supply of containers, Sæplast also offers its iTUB
rental service. Currently around 40,000 tubs are in circulation with
customers throughout Europe.

“When we were first looking at WaveGrip we thought it would
be a great fit as we wanted a cost-effective solution that could
meet our immediate needs to pack our beer cans securely, but
also grow with us,” explains Donovan Bailey, Founder and Head
Brewer.

Based in The Tarn in South-West France, the Codico Company
processes around 10,000 tonnes of cereals and proteins
annually for specialist animal products.

The dual sustainability benefits of reusability and food protection of Sæplast containers have long
made a key contribution to the fishing and seafood industries. More recently, the containers have
further widened their role to include effective collection and sorting of waste for recycling.

“This project was delivered quickly and efficiently and demonstrates the strong
working partnership that we have established with Teisseire,” comments
N
Björn Müller, Key Account Manager at RPC Kutenholz.
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Sæplast
t +354 460 5000

e sales.europe@saeplast.com

e sales@rpc-bramlage.de

WaveGrip’s innovative and sustainable multi-packing solution is helping Massachusetts craft
brewers Down The Road Beer Co. satisfy the growing demand for its craft beer cans.

The see-through jars feature colour-coded measures to ensure
accurate serving of the products, along with images of cats
and dogs that create a high-quality appearance. Their light
weight and wide opening also provide maximum functionality
for end-users.

SÆPLAST ENHANCES ITS
SUSTAINABILITY ROLE

RPC Bramlage
t +49 4442 881 0

MULTI-PACKING SOLUTION HEADS
DOWN THE ROAD

250cc (for cat products) and 500cc (for dogs) size jars from
RPC Bebo Bouxwiller are being supplied as measuring cups to
leading French manufacturer Codico for the company’s Bab’in
and Tonivet brands.
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e marketing@ese.com

CLOSURE OFFERS AN EXACT DOSE
OF POTENTIAL

Equally significant, Vessl™ delivers important sustainability
benefits as several closures can be used with a single bottle,
where the consumer simply needs to refill the bottle with water
and attach a new closure. This helps to reduce the number of oneway disposable bottles in the market. Vessl™ can also be used
with reusable, dishwasher safe Tritan™ copolyester bottles.

JARS PROVIDE ANIMAL MAGIC
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ESE World PD&M
t +49 2762 9839 811

While initial applications for the technology have been in the
beverage sector, more recent enquiries have included non-food
applications such as skin care products, emphasising Vessl™’s
wide potential. Another area that is ideal for the technology is
pharma and OTC products with the availability of medical grade
materials for the manufacture of the closure.

Also key to the solution for Palazzolo’s is the spoon in the pot’s
lid, which makes the range’s 69mm diameter model perfect
for eating straightaway. This adds convenience to Palazzolo’s
gelatos, sorbets, and more, which are often sold from food
trucks in front of American football stadiums, concert halls,
and at other events where people buy treats for immediate
consumption.
These venues, together with the gastronomic restaurants and
boutique-style retailers that are its typical outlets, make eyecatching artwork a must for Palazzolo’s. The UniPak pot solution

ESE produces bins with a high content of recycled HDPE up to
almost 100%. To help customers' climate targets, climateneutral bins are also available.

The new software tool was launched at IFAT 2018. It allows
ESE to configure a customer-specific bin – in terms of volume,
bin type, colour, share of recycled material and transport – and
provides a better understanding of how all these factors will
affect the bin’s overall impact on the environment.

RPC Kutenholz
e info@rpc-kutenholz.com
t +49 4762 890

TECHNICAL SKILLS ENSURE TRUE
COLOURS

UNIQUE DESIGN NOT MAKING WAVES

The colour matching skills of RPC Zeller Plastik, part of the RPC Bramlage Division, were an integral
part of the selection decision for the supply of the new closures for Coty’s recent hair care
product relaunch.
Wella Professional Invigo has developed the
revolutionary Invigo Blends, each of which is “a
lifestyle amplification, an instant invigorating
moment your hair needs to thrive.” INVIGO is
specially designed to create recharge moments
in the salon and at home with daily invigorating
treats which provide quick yet soothing,
performing and enjoyable solutions that re-set
hair and mood.
To complement the products’ soft touch bottles,
RPC Zeller Plastik Lenhausen is producing a
single colour overcap from Coty’s own tool for
the NUTRI-ENRICH Wonder Balm, while RPC Zeller Plastik Zell
is supplying its popular 50mm Zeldisk in five different colours for
the shampoos in COLOR BRILLIANCE, NUTRI-ENRICH, VOLUME
BOOST, BLONDE RECHARGE and BALANCE lines.
As part of the project, the team at RPC Zeller Plastik worked
closely with Coty to develop colours for the closures that exactly
matched the containers, ensuring a uniform and high-impact
appearance on-shelf. This successful collaboration reflects the

The manufacturing expertise and technical support provided by RPC Promens Międzyrzecz have been
instrumental in the development of a specialised ‘floating island’ that dissipates wave energy and
acts as a buffer to wind action.
The Wavebreaker from Unit Parktech AG is a customised
modular system, which is easily anchored and adjustable and
can be tailored to the specific requirements of each application.
It is used both to protect and encourage plants and wildlife, and
also to ensure the ideal conditions for water sports events.
The hexagonal design of the Wavebreaker reduces wave height
and frequency by 80%. In its ecological role, the open central
section provides a planting area for various species and also
creates a floating habitat or shelter for aquatic animals and
birds. For effective water treatment, the root matrix absorbs
pollutants, and filters and retains suspended soils, while the
beneficial bacteria it encourages can improve the nitrogen cycle.

strong working partnership that has existed between the two
companies for many years.

At water sports venues, the Wavebreaker acts as a breakwater
unit to reduce waves and smooth out the water, to provide the
best conditions for all activities.

The HDPE system offers a highly durable and UV resistant
construction that will not rot and requires no maintenance. It is
suitable for rivers, canals, lakes, reservoirs and ponds.
“Wavebreaker provides an aesthetically-pleasing and long-term
wave reduction solution,” comments Stefan Jandke, Unit
Parktech’s CEO.
“We are delighted with RPC Promens’ contribution to this project,
which is the result of the trust and cooperation which exists
between our two companies.”

RPC Promens
t +48 957 429 415

e sales.miedzyrzecz@promens.com

The injection moulded polypropylene closures combine
high quality with excellent functionality for maximum user
convenience.
RPC Zeller Plastik
t +49 6542 417 142

e heiko.mueller@gcs.com

SUPERLOCK® IN THE DRIVING SEAT
Drivers in Slovenia and Croatia can now enjoy crunchy nuts and exquisite dried fruit while on the
road thanks to the packaging solution of the SuperLock® pot with oxygen barrier protection from
RPC Superfos, which provides the perfect fit for cup holders.

LUXURY AND
FUNCTIONALITY BY
DESIGN

Leading dried fruit and nuts supplier Bimed was seeking an
alternative pack format from the traditional plastic bag for its
dried fruit and nuts. The idea was to sell a selected mix, under
the new trademark PITSTOP, in a cup. This allows consumers to
grab a few as required, and then store the rest safely for later,
thanks to a practical screw lid. The SuperLock® pot provided
the perfect packaging solution as Director at Bimed Jure Nemec
explains:

The need to combine a luxury appearance with maximum
functionality for personal care packaging is ideally
demonstrated by some of the latest solutions from the
RPC Bramlage Division.

“The shape of the SuperLock® pot is perfect for cup holders in
cars. In addition, it expands the shelf-life of our nuts and dried
fruit, as it comes with oxygen barrier protection on all surfaces.
The packaging solution safeguards their quality; our nuts stay
crunchy and delicious; our fruits retain their fine texture and
taste – what’s not to like?”

Both the Magic Smart Dispenser and Magic Star TwistUp feature a high quality on-shelf appearance and robust
construction for maximum product protection complemented
by a range of decoration options to establish a premium image
and brand individuality.
ividuality.

The SuperLock® pot for Bimed is decorated with photos of the
delicious content and uses a vitalising orange colour as visual
attraction.
“From our first contact to first delivery, RPC Superfos has
listened to our needs,” says Jure Nemec. “We got what we
ordered on time and in full, and are pleased with the level
of service we have received, including some useful advice
regarding the filling process.”

LABLE

RESEA

RPC Superfos Region French/South East
e gracanica@rpc-superfos.com
t +386 41 672 455

SQUEEZY BOTTLE IS
NOW EVEN MORE HANDY

The compact 15ml and
30ml designs of the
Magic Smart Dispenser
are the ideal size for
handbags andd are suitable
for a range of products
including serums,
ums, eye
care and otherr semi-solid
emulsions andd hydrogels.
They offer an accurate
0.2ml dose of product.

RPC PET Power has further expanded its popular Droplet
Squeezer range of bottles, which are ideal for many types of
foods such as honey, dressings and sandwich spreads.
Already available in a wide variety of sizes from 180ml to 750ml with two different
neck finishes – 38SP400 and 31 Snap – the 31 Snap family has now added a fifth
version, with the introduction of a 510ml bottle. The unique 31 Snap neck ensures that
the closure fits firmly and cannot easily be removed.
The oval shape of the Droplet Squeezers mean they fit perfectly in the hand and are
easy to squeeze and manipulate. Equally important the design provides a broader front
to the bottle to allow effective decoration that ensures products stand out on shelf.
Options include labelling, sleeving or printing and the bottles can also be
produced in a myriad of colours.
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MILK BOTTLE LABELS WRAPPED
RPC bpi protec is supplying wrap around reel fed labels in eight colours for use across a range of
milk bottles supplied to major retailers by a leading UK dairy. The contract is the first major customer
for RPC bpi protec since its £1.7 million investment in a new flexographic printing press and slitting
machine for the volume production of reel fed labels in the beverage sector.
The labels are produced using an OPP 35-micron film which
is ideal for milk and beverage packaging. The specialist
label material offers excellent tensile strength for faster
application speeds and the elimination of web breaks during the
manufacturing process. The strength of the material also allows
a thinner gauge film to be used for valuable weight reduction.
In addition, this delivers more labels per standard reel to help
minimise changeover times. The OPP is fully recyclable.
The new flexo press produces high quality labels in up to eight
colours for effective on-shelf impact and differentiation, with
tight tolerances that ensure accurate application onto bottles.
Equally important, it has the flexibility to produce short runs in
order to respond quickly to changing market demands.

RPC bpi protec
t +44 1905 755000

e worcester@rpc-bpi.com

The spring in the dispenser can be adjusted according to the
particular requirements of individual products, while different
seal inserts are also available to ensure complete product
compatibility, particularly for those requiring sterilisation. This
means the dispensers can deliver a uniform family image across
a range of products.
The unique design of the Magic Star Twist-Up reveals the
dispensing head by rotating the upper part of the container.
This makes it particularly secure in its locked ‘down’ position,
meaning the dispenser is ideal for the growing e-commerce
market and all other trade channels for cosmetics. Available in
a range of sizes from 30ml to 200ml, the Magic Star Twist-Up
delivers controlled dosing (1.0ml) and hygienic application of
creams and lotions, with full protection of the contents from
dust and air in its locked position.
The Magic Smart and Magic Star Twist-Up can be top
filled. Decoration options for full personalisation across the
ranges include colouring, labelling, foil stamping, painting,
metallisation, sleeving, offset printing, screen-printing and
pad printing.
RPC Bramlage
t +49 4442 881 0

e sales@rpc-bramlage.de

A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION FOR WINE
PACKAGING
An environmentally-friendly, innovative 750ml slimline wine bottle, invented by Garçon Wines and
developed and manufactured by RPC M&H Plastics, is revolutionising wine retailing, logistics
and delivery.
Passionate about manufacturing the product in the UK while
remaining focused on tackling pollution from plastic waste,
Garçon Wines worked with RPC M&H Plastics to develop
bottles that conform to the traditional Bordeaux wine bottle
shape, which are made from 100% recycled PET and are
fully recyclable. The recycled material is significantly lighter
than glass and tough enough to withstand the postal system.
The unique design means the packaging can fit securely
and conveniently through a standard sized letterbox. This
ensures no missed deliveries which ultimately delivers further
reductions in CO2 emissions.
“As a responsible company our aim has been to create the
most environmentally-friendly wine bottle solution that would
innovate and revolutionise the way consumers receive wine
and businesses supply wine,” explains Santiago Navarro,
Co-Founder and CEO of Garçon Wines.
“Offering one of the first bottles in the world to be made from
100% recycled PET material has enabled us to create the
greenest wine bottles available, as a result of them being 87%
lighter and 40% spatially smaller than traditional wine bottles,
hugely reducing carbon emissions from the wine supply chain.
We are passionate about informing businesses and consumers
alike about how the right plastic can, and should, be used
responsibly and Garçon Wines will continue to innovate this
space.”
Garçon Wines’ acknowledges the issue of plastic waste and
pollution and is the only brand to offer a realistic and viable
solution in the wine industry. The bottles are currently featured
in the Museum of Design in Plastics and the business is already
used as a case study in several UK educational institutions.

RPC M&H Plastics
e marketing@mhplastics.com
t +44 1502 715518

ENERGY SAVING INITIATIVES
RECOGNISED

SITE ENHANCEMENTS UNDERLINE
SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENT

The installation of new injection moulding machines and the reuse of heat from cooling are among
the successful energy reduction initiatives at the RPC Superfos Randers facility in Denmark that have
enabled the site to achieve ISO 50001:2011 certification – an Energy Management Standard issued
by independent authorities – for the second year in a row.

A two-year energy optimisation project undertaken at RPC Bebo Bouxwiller has seen the facility
reduce its environmental impact by significantly lowering energy and water consumption.

The re-certification reflects the fact that RPC Superfos Randers
is continuously implementing smarter ways of using energy.
As Joel Kjellander, the site’s HSE Manager, points out, these
achievements are beneficial both from an environmental and
economical point of view.

in all corners of our production area,” says Joel Kjellander.
“This has resulted in a dual benefit: the light output is clearly
better and, at the same time, we have reduced the energy
consumption by up to 40% compared with the previous
fluorescent lamps.”

“As an example of significantly less energy use, the replacement
of old injection moulding machines represents the biggest
energy saving at our production site: up to an impressive 40% in
the case of exchanging a hydraulic machine with an all-electric
one.”

An additional benefit of these initiatives is that the factory has
now become a more comfortable place in which to work. This
is due to the circulation of chilled water in summer and the
recovery of waste heat from the compressors in winter, which
allow the heat exchangers to control the ambient air in the

RPC Superfos Randers is also working on more energy savings in
collaboration with a large Danish utility company. Currently on
the action plan is the reuse of waste heat from air compressors
to heat up other areas of the factory. Another project involves
the control of vacuum pumps for vacuum lifters, ensuring that
they only run when needed.
RPC Superfos Region Nordic
e randers@rpc-superfos.com
t +45 8710 1112

RPC bpi recycled products was the sole supplier of 100% recycled plastic refuse sacks for this
year’s Great British Spring Clean, the initiative organised by the charity Keep Britain Tidy to inspire
hundreds of thousands of volunteers across the UK to clean up their local areas.
250,000 blue branded refuse sacks were exclusively
manufactured for the campaign from post-consumer retail
packaging at RPC bpi recycled products’ manufacturing site in
Heanor, Derbyshire.

The installation of a state-of-the-art laser coding software and camera system at RPC Astrapak’s
Pak 2000 site in Westmead, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa is delivering a high level of traceability to
ensure optimised accuracy on the production line.

Keep Britain Tidy partnered with RPC bpi recycled products
as the company could produce 100% recycled refuse sacks,
showing that the charity can be sustainable in its campaign and
support second life products made from recycled plastic.

The new system enables the site to be more specific in tracing
back to the root cause analysis in the event of a defective
product. It allows identification of exactly what occurred at a
very specific point in time, and thus maintains higher levels of
quality consistency.
RPC Astrapak Moulding Executive, Stephan Kappelsberger,
explains: “From a Pak 2000 perspective, these tools will give
our team more confidence in their product quality and it will
drive us to take greater pride in our work.”
The level of detail that can be accessed is particularly
impressive. In addition to tracing back to the date of an
anomaly in the process, the system tracks the specific time,
shift, exact machine, technician and/or packer that were active
in the production and packing of the product in question.

e sales@rpc-astrapak.com

Environmental factors could also be at play, and quality control
can correlate whether the environment is impacting certain
concerns during the manufacturing process, providing a
scientific and mathematical approach as to how problems are
solved and resolved.

SILOS IMPROVE PRODUCTION AND
HEALTH & SAFETY
The installation of eight new silos at the
Roeselare, Belgium factory of RPC bpi indupac
has doubled the storage capabilities of the site,
to help maximise production and support the
operation of an additional extrusion line which
will be commissioned later in the year.
The 150 tons (300m³) silos have increased total storage
capacity to 2,000 tons of bulk material.
In addition, an important health and safety benefit has been
improved ergonomics for operators at the factory as the new
silos mean less manual handling of raw material bags will be
required.
The entire installation was one of the largest and most
challenging at the Roeselare site in recent years. Even delivery
of the 23.75m silos – on 40m trucks – took around two and a
half days to complete.
RPC bpi indupac
e sales@bpi-indupac.com
t +32 51 26 02 29

SHOWCASING
INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS
RPC Superfos has developed three further
videos to highlight particular skills and expertise
within the division.

Scan the QR Codes to view the videos.

“We are proud to be the charity’s chosen supplier of refuse
sack,” comments Lorcan Mekitarian, Sales Director at RPC
bpi recycled products. “We are dedicated to our sustainability
agenda and take our green credentials and the circular economy
very seriously. Our wash and recycle facilities are state-of-theart and can recycle over 100,000 tonnes of post-consumer, retail
and agricultural plastic each year.”

RPC bpi recycled products
e recycle@rpc-bpi.com
t + 44 333 202 6767

AWARD CONFIRMS RECYCLING BEST
PRACTICES
RPC bpi recycled products has been named ‘Plastics Recycling Business of the Year’ in The Awards
for Excellence in Recycling and Waste Management, organised by Letsrecycle.com, the UK’s leading
independent website for the sector.
The Awards are the most prestigious event in the
environmental calendar, providing industry recognition for
businesses’ achievements in reducing waste to landfill. RPC bpi
recycled products took the award in one of the hardest-fought
and most competitive of the 16 categories.

ambitions and our commitment, so to win the top prize is all the
more rewarding.
“It is also a testament to the dedication and hard work of our
talented staff in our four UK sites, in Stroud, Heanor, Rhymney
and Dumfries.”

The company’s entry focused on the major steps it has taken
to improve not just its recycling but its overall sustainability
performance. This has been delivered through heavy
investment in technology, the adoption of circular economy
principles, lowering the business’s carbon footprint and
reducing the amounts of waste it sends to landfill.
In 2016, for example, RPC bpi recycled products reached an
ambitious zero waste-to-landfill goal, independently accredited
by Valpak, across three of its four manufacturing sites. It now
segregates 85% of its waste, ranging from damaged pallets to
used ink rags, for reuse and recycling. The task was achieved
by engaging with staff to explain the impact of waste and how
to make sustainable choices.
“It is a huge honour to be named Plastics Recycling Business
of the Year,” comments Sian Miles, Purchasing Director, RPC
bpi recycled products. “The selection process was stringent
and thorough and even to make the shortlist was a giant
achievement. The judges got to know our business, our

Lucinda Holmes and Katherine Lorek-Wallace of RPC bpi (second and
third left) accept the award from Countdown presenter Rachel Riley,
Paul Foster of sponsor YS Reclamation and Steve Eminton, Editor,
Letsrecycle.com.
RPC bpi recycled products
e recycle@rpc-bpi.com
t + 44 333 202 6767

Our locations

Product development

THE ESSENTIAL dairy INGREDIENT

Product Development showcases its high-end engineering and
design capabilities, strong tool making expertise and specialist
Innovation Centre that together foster outstanding packaging
solutions for food and non-food products.
In Dairy Products the focus is on the benefits of RPC Superfos’s
liquid tight, light weight and long shelf-life packaging for dairy
applications, while in Non-Food Products, some of the many
advantages on show include the choice of shapes and sizes,
availability of recycled material and the ability to create the
highest level of on-shelf impact.

RPC Bebo Bouxwiller
e contact@rpc-tedeco-gizeh.com
t +33 3 88 71 78 00

A SUSTAINABLE CLEAN UP

LASERS KEEP QUALITY ON TRACK

RPC Astrapak
t +27 87 742 0710

production area. Furthermore, the influx of modern equipment
has led to a reduction in noise emissions.

“The changes we have made as part of our continuous
improvement plan are good for the planet and good for our
immediate environment,” says Nicholas Dal Degan, General
Manager of RPC Bebo Bouxwiller. “To put the figures into
context, we are now saving, annually, the equivalent energy
used by 120 French people, and the equivalent water consumed
by a village of 300.”

“It makes a lot of sense to work systematically with energy
management,” he explains. “On an ongoing basis, we discuss
what needs to be done and where the most important savings
can be found. Fortunately, we have massive amounts of data
from our production which help to map our options.

Changes to lighting have also had a significant impact. “Last
year, we achieved considerable savings by installing LED lighting

The site has achieved reductions of 25,000m3 in water, and
830,000 KWh in electricity per year. These have been achieved
by replacing cooling towers with closed-circuit heat exchanger
cooling systems; replacing lighting in the warehouse and
production areas with low-energy LED systems; and installing
new energy control systems, together with low-energy
compressors, that improve the efficiency of compressed air.

Manufacturing countries

THE ESSENTIAL non-food INGREDIENT

Countries we sell into
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